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may contain some TRUTH

A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2303 96 Magazine Rd Dilston Hare: Loggie

Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2303 “Master of Disasters Run”

We are back in the Dilston area again this time on the eastern side of the highway at Logie’s the
Master of Disasters ranch, there is no visible signs of a trail set on the usual lime around the dam. ON
ON calls loggie hop on the back of my ute I will drive you to the start of the run. The Hashers climb
on thinking this is a bit risky with the Master of disasters at the helm. Goblet and Rainbow take the
safer option hopping into the cab. A three kilometre drive up and down steep logging tracks, the ute
finally comes to a halt. Loggies only instructions are the train line is through the bush to the left or
head back the way we came. Bugger the train line says Bugsy as he leads Derbs and Sparra off at a
pace of knots leaving the rest of the walkers in their dust. Hash Pash calls to loggie pick up my hat it
blew off a couple of kilometres back. The front runners arrive back at the junction of Gunns logging
Rd and Magazine Rd. and decide to deviate and explore up to the explosives magazine. Under the
boom gate clearly marked trespassers prosecuted a steep incline to another boom gate this time
marked Trespassers Must be Prosecuted. Again the trio climb under the boom gate and continue on.
The road is getting steeper and begins to wind around the hill. Another kilometre and its decided to
head back towards the ON ON site. A few tardy Hashers are picked up as the front runners pass the
Gunns logging Rd. The rest are finally caught at Loggies gate.

ON ON:
Loggie has the ice in the beer cooler and is just pouring his first beer as the front runners return, another
warm night in the north of the state a cold ale or three will slip down with ease. Fifteen minutes pass and
the last of the Hashers return. Loggie has been too busy showing off his new caravan to set up the mandatory fire pot. Once he is reminded the safety gloves are on and Loggie loads up the wheel barrow with
wood the fire pot is soon up and away. Hash Pash has some explaining to do What Night does LH3 run.
Tuesday night has been for near 40 years. Hash Pash calls Sparra on Monday night will pick you up in ten
minutes. His Mother takes a message says she will pass it on. Hash Pash waits for a call it never comes so
he heads down the East Tamar to Loggies Ranch. Where is everyone Pash thinks to himself, Loggie finally
comes out of the barn been working on his new caravan, what can I do for you Pash says Loggie. I am here
for the run says Pash, Loggie replies you are not sleeping in my new caravan you can sleep in the back of
your ute its only Monday on the East Tamar.

On Downs:
Loggie: The Hare
Hash Pash: Thought it was Tuesday turned up at Hash to find it was still Monday
Bugsy: Stuffing up the dates in the Trash

The Walkabout Monks [Boong] Rigged Raffle:
Boong: Bag lollies
Goblet: LED camping light
Rainbow: Six pack Boags
Clogs: First Aide Kit

The New 2017 Committee The Committee that “Takes Control”
GM: Rickshaw JM: Bendover, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Boong, Trail Master: Delly, Horn: Abba, Lip: Inlet, Scribe: Run report is
now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 16 January Hare: Bugsy 67 Havelock St Summerhill
Tuesday 23rd January Devon Hills Hare: Dunnoim

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 18th January 8 Drummond Cres Perth Hare : Worm
Joke of the Week
MoreNew Zillund Speak
What helped me to understand New Zealand (Zillund) speak, was to read
each item out loud:
pissed aside - chemical which kills insects
lift - departed
fush - marine creature
sex - one less then sivven
beggage chucken - place to leave your suitcase at the earport
veerjun - mythical New Zealand maiden
brudge - structure spanning a stream
tin - one more then nine

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Thumbs is it Tuesday or Wednesday
today

Bugger me I
thought it was
Tuesday yesterday

Its Tuesday today that’s why
we are at Hash

